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Abstrat. Clok synhronization is a very fundamental task in distributed system.
The vast majority of distributed tasks require some sort of synhronization and lok
synhronization is a very straightforward tool for supplying this. It thus makes sense
to require an underlying lok synhronization mehanism to be highly fault-tolerant.
A self-stabilizing algorithm seeks to attain synhronization one lost; a Byzantine al-
gorithm assumes synhronization is never lost and fouses on ontaining the inuene
of the permanent presene of faulty nodes. There are eient self-stabilizing solutions
for lok synhronization as well as eient solutions that are resilient to Byzantine
faults. In ontrast, to the best of our knowledge there is no pratial solution that is
self-stabilizing while tolerating the permanent presene of Byzantine nodes. Designing
algorithms that self-stabilize while at the same time tolerate permanent Byzantine
failures present a speial hallenge due to the ambition of maliious nodes to ham-
per stabilization if the system tries to reover from a orrupted state. We present
the rst linear-time self-stabilizing Byzantine lok synhronization algorithm. Our
deterministi lok synhronization algorithm is based on the observation that all
lok synhronization algorithms require events for exhanging lok values and re-
synhronizing the loks to within safe bounds. These events usually need to happen
synhronously at the dierent nodes. In lassi Byzantine algorithms this is fullled
or aided by having the loks initially lose to eah other and thus the atual lok
values an be used for synhronizing the events. This implies that lok values annot
dier arbitrarily, whih neessarily renders these solutions to be non-stabilizing. Our
sheme suggests using an underlying distributed pulse synhronization module that
is unorrelated to the lok values. The synhronized pulses are used as the events
for re-synhronizing the lok values. The algorithm is very eient and attains and
maintains high preision of the loks.
This is an updated version. The original paper appeared in OPODIS'03. The main
dierene is the replaement of the pulse synhronization module.
1 Introdution
On-going faults whose nature is not preditable or that express omplex behavior
are most suitably addressed in the Byzantine fault model. It is the preferred fault
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model in order to seal o unexpeted behavior within limitations on the number of
onurrent faults. Most distributed tasks require the number of onurrent Byzan-
tine faults, f, to abide by the ratio of 3f < n, where n is the network size. See [14℄
for impossibility results on several onsensus related problems suh as lok syn-
hronization. Additionally, it makes sense to require systems to resume operation
after a major failure without the need for an outside intervention and/or a restart of
the system from srath. E.g. systems may oasionally experiene short periods in
whih more than a third of the nodes are faulty or messages sent by all nodes may
be lost for some time due to a network failure.
Suh transient violations of the basi fault assumptions may leave the system
in an arbitrary state from whih the protool is required to resume in realizing its
task. Typially, Byzantine algorithms do not ensure onvergene in suh ases, as
strong assumptions are usually made on the initial state and thus merely fous on
preventing Byzantine faults from notably shifting the system state away from the
goal. A self-stabilizing algorithm bypasses this limitation by being designed to on-
verge within nite time to a desired state from any initial state. Thus, even if the
system loses its onsisteny due to a transient violation of the basi fault assump-
tions (e.g. more than a third of the nodes being faulty, network disonneted, et.),
then one the system beomes oherent again the protool will suessfully realize
the task, irrespetive of the resumed state of the system. In trying to ombine both
fault models, Byzantine failures present a speial hallenge for designing stabilizing
algorithms due to the ambition of maliious nodes to inessantly hamper stabiliza-
tion, as might be indiated by the remarkably few algorithms resilient to both fault
models. For a short survey of self-stabilization see [3℄, for an extensive study see [11℄.
The urrent paper addresses the problem of synhronizing loks in a distributed
system. There are several eient algorithms for self-stabilizing lok synhroniza-
tion withstanding rash faults (see [13,18,10℄, for other variants of the problem
see [2,15℄). There are many eient lassi Byzantine lok synhronization algo-
rithms, for a performane evaluation of lok synhronization algorithms see [1℄.
However, strong assumptions on the initial state of the nodes are typially made,
usually assuming all loks are initially synhronized ([1,8,21℄) and thus these are
not self-stabilizing solutions. On the other hand, self-stabilizing lok synhroniza-
tion algorithms allow initialization with arbitrary lok values, but typially have a
ost in the onvergene times or in the severity of the faults ontained. Evidently,
there are very few self-stabilizing solutions faing Byzantine faults ([12℄), all with
unpratial onvergene times. The protools in [12℄ are to the best of our knowl-
edge the rst self-stabilizing protools that are tolerant to Byzantine faults. Note
that self-stabilizing lok synhronization has an inherent diulty in estimating
real-time without an external time referene due to the fat that non-faulty nodes
may initialize with arbitrary lok values. Thus, self-stabilizing lok synhronization
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aims at reahing a legal state from whih loks proeed synhronously at the rate
of real-time (assuming that nodes have aess to physial timers whih rate is lose
to real-time) and not neessarily at estimating real-time. Many appliations utilizing
the synhronization of loks do not really require the exat real-time notion (see
[16℄). In suh appliations, agreeing on a ommon lok reading is suient as long
as the loks progress within a linear envelope of any real-time interval.
We present a Byzantine self-stabilizing lok synhronization protool with the
following property: should the system initialize or reover from any transient faults
with arbitrary lok values then the loks of the orret nodes proeed synhronously
at real-time rate. Should the loks of the orret nodes hold values that are lose
to real-time, then the orret loks proeed synhronously with high real-time a-
uray. Thus, the protool we present signiantly improves upon existing Byzan-
tine self-stabilizing lok synhronization algorithms by reduing the time omplex-
ity from expeted exponential ([12℄) to deterministi O(f). Our protool improves
upon existing Byzantine non-stabilizing lok synhronization algorithms by provid-
ing self-stabilization while performing with similar omplexity. The self-stabilization
and omparably low omplexity is ahieved by exeuting on top of a determinis-
ti Byzantine self-stabilizing algorithm for pulse synhronization [5℄. The interval
between the synhronized pulses is long enough to allow initialization and termi-
nation of a Byzantine onsensus proedure on the lok values, thus attaining and
maintaining a ommon lok reading.
Having aess to an outside soure of real-time is useful. In suh ase our approah
maintains a onsistent system state when the outside soure fails.
A speial hallenge in self-stabilizing lok synhronization is the lok wrap
around. In non-stabilizing algorithms having a large enough integer eliminates the
problem for any pratial onern. In self-stabilizing shemes a transient failure an
ause loks to hold arbitrary large values, surfaing the issue of lok bounds. Our
lok synhronization sheme handles lok wrap around diulties.
The system may be in an arbitrary state in whih the ommuniation network
may behave arbitrarily and in whih there may be an unbounded number of on-
urrent Byzantine faulty nodes. The algorithm will eventually onverge one the
ommuniation network resumes delivering messages within bounded, some d, time
units, and the fration of Byzantine nodes, f, obeys n ≥ 3f + 1, for a network of
size n. The attained lok preision and auray is 11d real-time units, though we
present an additional sheme that an attain lok preision and auray of 3d. The
onvergene time is O(f ′) ommuniation rounds, where f ′ ≤ f is the atual number
of onurrent faults. Our protool has the additional advantage of a minimal time
and message overhead during steady-state after the loks have synhronized.
An additional advantage of our algorithm is the use of a Byzantine Consensus
protool that works in a message driven manner. The basi protool follows losely
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the early stopping Byzantine Agreement protool of Toueg, Perry and Srikanth [20℄.
The main dierene is that the protool rounds progress at the rate of the atual
time of information exhange among the orretly operating nodes. This, typially,
is muh faster than progression with rounds whose time lengths are funtions of the
upper bound on message delivery time between orret nodes.
2 Model and Problem Denition
The environment is a bounded-delay network model of n nodes that ommuniate
by exhanging messages. We assume that the message passing allows for an authen-
tiated identity of the senders. The ommuniation network does not guarantee any
order on messages among dierent nodes. Individual nodes have no aess to a en-
tral lok and there is no external pulse system. The hardware lok rate (referred to
as the physial timers) of orret nodes has a bounded drift, ρ, from real-time rate.
Consequent to transient failures there an be an arbitrary number of onurrent
Byzantine faulty nodes, the turnover rate between faulty and non-faulty behavior of
the nodes an be arbitrary and the ommuniation network may behave arbitrarily.
Eventually the system behaves oherently again but in an arbitrary state.
Denition 1. A node is non-faulty at times that it omplies with the following:
1. Obeys a global onstant 0 < ρ << 1 (typially ρ ≈ 10−6), suh that for every
real-time interval [u, v] :
(1− ρ)(v − u) ≤ `physial timer'(v)− `physial timer'(u) ≤ (1 + ρ)(v − u).
2. Operates aording to the instruted protool.
3. Proesses any message of the instruted protool within π real-time units of arrival
time.
A node is onsidered faulty if it violates any of the above onditions. We allow
for Byzantine behavior of the faulty nodes. A faulty node may reover from its faulty
behavior one it resumes obeying the onditions of a non-faulty node. For onsisteny
reasons, the orretion is not immediate but rather takes a ertain amount of time
during whih the non-faulty node is still not ounted as a orret node, although
it supposedly behaves orretly
1
. We later speify the time-length of ontinuous
non-faulty behavior required of a reovering node to be onsidered orret.
Denition 2. The ommuniation network is non-faulty at periods that it omplies
with the following:
1
For example, a node may reover with arbitrary variables, whih may violate the validity ondition
if onsidered orret prematurely.
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1. Any message sent by any non-faulty node arrives at every non-faulty node within
δ real-time units;
2. All messages sent by a non-faulty node and reeived by a non-faulty node obey
FOFI order.
The system is said to be oherent only following some minimal
2
amount of time
of ontinuous non-faulty behavior of the nodes and the ommuniation network.
Basi notations:
We use the following notations though nodes do not need to maintain all of them
as variables.
 d ≡ δ + π. Thus, when the ommuniation network is non-faulty, d is the upper
bound on the elapsed real-time from the sending of a message by a non-faulty
node until it is reeived and proessed by every orret node.
 Clocki, the lok of node i, is a real value in the range 0 to M − 1. Thus M − 1
is the maximal value a lok an hold. Its progression rate is a funtion of node
pi's physial timer. The lok is inremented every time unit. Clocki(t) denotes
the value of the lok of node pi at real-time t.
 γ is the target upper bound on the dierene of lok readings of any two orret
loks at any real-time. Our protool ahieves γ = 3d+O(ρ).
 Let a, b, g, h ∈ R+ be onstants that dene the linear envelope bound of the
orret lok progression rate during any real-time interval.
 Ψi(t1, t2) is the amount of lok time elapsed on the lok of node pi during a
real-time interval [t1, t2] within whih pi was ontinuously orret. The value of
Ψ is not aeted by any wrap around of clocki during that period.
 A pulse is an internal event targeted to happen in tight synhrony at all orret
nodes. A Cyle (with upper-ase initial letter) is the ideal time interval length
between two suessive pulses that a node invokes, as given by the user. The
atual yle length, denoted with lowerase initial, has upper and lower bounds
as a result of faulty nodes and the physial lok skew, denoted yle
max
and
yle
min
respetively.
 σ represents the upper bound on the real-time between the invoation of the
pulses of dierent orret nodes (tightness of pulse synhronization). The pulse
synhronization proedure in [5℄ ahieves σ = 3d.
 pulse_onv represents the onvergene time of the underlying pulse synhroniza-
tion module. The pulse proedure in [5℄ onverges within 6 · yle.
 agreement_duration represents the maximum real-time required to omplete the
hosen Byzantine onsensus proedure used in Setion 3.1. We assume
2
An innitely small time period in whih the nodes and the ommuniation network are non-faulty
has no pratial meaning. The required minimal value in our ontext will be speied later.
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σ ≤ σ + agreement_duration < yle ≤ Cyle + agreement_duration. For sim-
pliity of our arguments we also assume that M > agreement_duration but this
is not a neessary assumption.
Non-faulty nodes do not initialize with arbitrary values of n, f and Cyle as these
are xed onstants. It is required that Cyle is hosen s.t. yle
min
is large enough
to allow our protool to terminate in between pulses.
A reovering node should be onsidered orret only one it has been ontinuously
non-faulty for enough time to enable it to go through a omplete synhronization
proess. This is the time it takes, from any state, to omplete a pulses that is in
synhrony with all other orret nodes and synhronize with the onsensus variables.
Denition 3. The ommuniation network is orret following ∆net real-time of
ontinuous non-faulty behavior.
3
Denition 4. A node is orret following ∆node real-time of ontinuous non-faulty
behavior during a period that the ommuniation network is orret.
4
Denition 5. The system is said to be oherent at times that it omplies with the
following:
1. (Quorum) At least n− f of the nodes are orret, where n ≥ 3f + 1;
2. (Network Corretness) The ommuniation network is orret.
Hene, if the system is not oherent then there an be an unbounded number of
onurrent faulty nodes; the turnover rate between faulty and non-faulty nodes an
be arbitrarily large and the ommuniation network may behave arbitrarily. When
the system is oherent, then the ommuniation network and a large enough fration
of the nodes (n − f ) have been non-faulty for a suiently long time period for
the pre-onditions for onvergene of the protool to hold. The assumption in this
paper, as underlies any other self-stabilizing algorithm, is that eventually the system
beomes oherent.
Basi denitions:
 The lok_state of the system at real-time t is given by:
clock_state(t) ≡ (clock0(t), . . . , clockn−1(t)) .
 The systems is in a synhronized lok_state at real-time t if ∀ correct pi, pj ,
(|clocki(t)− clockj(t)| ≤ γ) ∨ (|clocki(t)− clockj(t)| ≥M − γ) .
5
3
We will use ∆net ≥ pulse_onv+ agreement_duration+ σ.
4
We will use ∆node ≥ pulse_onv+ agreement_duration+ σ.
5
The seond ondition is a result of dealing with bounded lok variables.
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Denition 6. The Self-stabilizing Byzantine Clok Synhronization Prob-
lem
Convergene: Starting from an arbitrary system state, s, the system reahes a
synhronized lok_state after a nite time.
Closure: If s is a synhronized lok_state of the system at real-time t0 then
∀ real time t ≥ t0,
1. lok_state(t) is a synhronized lok_state,
2. Linear Envelope: for every orret node, pi,
a · [t− t0] + b ≤ Ψi(t0, t) ≤ g · [t− t0] + h .
The seond Closure ondition intends to bound the eetive lok progression
rate in order to defy a trivial solution.
3 Self-stabilizing Byzantine Clok Synhronization
A major hallenge of self-stabilizing lok synhronization is to ensure lok syn-
hronization even when nodes may initialize with arbitrary lok values. This, as
mentioned before, requires handling the wrap around of lok values. The algorithm
we present employs as a building blok an underlying self-stabilizing Byzantine pulse
synhronization proedure presented in [5℄. In the pulse synhronization problem
nodes invoke pulses regularly, ideally every Cyle time units. The goal is for the
dierent orret nodes to do so in tight synhrony of eah other. To synhronize
their loks, nodes exeute at every pulse Byzantine onsensus on the lok value to
be assoiated with the next pulse event
6
. When pulses are synhronized, then the
onsensus results in synhronized loks. The basi algorithm uses strong onsensus
to ensure that one orret loks are synhronized at a ertain pulse, and thus enter
the onsensus proedure with idential values, then they terminate with the same
idential values and keep the progression of loks ontinuous and synhronized
7
.
3.1 The Basi Clok Synhronization Algorithm
The basi lok synhronization algorithm is essentially a self-stabilizing version of
the Byzantine lok synhronization algorithm in [8℄.
We all it PBSS-Clok-Synh (for Pulse-based Byzantine Self-stabilizing Clok
Synhronization). The agreed lok time to be assoiated with the next pulse (next
6
It is assumed that the time between suessive pulses is suient for a Byzantine onsensus
algorithm to initiate and terminate in between.
7
The pulse synhronization building blok does not use the value of the lok to determine its
progress, but rather intervals measured on the physial timer.
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time for synhronization in [8℄) is denoted by ET (for Expeted Time, as in [8℄).
Synhronization of loks is targeted to happen every Cyle time units, unless the
pulse is invoked earlier (or later)
8
.
Algorithm PBSS-Clok-Synh
at pulse event /* reeived the internal pulse event */
begin
1. Clock := ET ;
2. Revoke possible other instanes of PBSS-Clok-Synh and
lear all data strutures besides ET and Clock;
3. Wait until σ(1 + ρ) time units have elapsed sine pulse;
4. Next_ET := Byz_Consensus((ET + Cyle) mod M, σ);
5. Clock := (Clock +Next_ET − (ET +Cyle)) mod M ; /* posterior adjust. */
6. ET := Next_ET ;
end
Fig. 1. The self-stabilizing Byzantine lok synhronization algorithm
The internal pulse event is delivered by the pulse synhronization proedure.
We assume the use of the pulse synhronization presented in [5℄, though any pulse
synhronization algorithm that delivers synhronized pulses by solving the Self-
stabilizing Pulse Synhronization Problem, in the presene of at most f Byzantine
nodes, where n ≥ 3f + 1, suh as the pulse proedure in [4℄, an be exeuted in the
bakground.
The pulse event aborts any possible on-going invoation of PBSS-Clok-Synh
(and thus any on-going instant of Byz_Consensus) and resets all buers. The
synhronization of the pulses ensures that the PBSS-Clok-Synh proedure is
invoked within σ real-time units of its invoation at all other orret nodes.
Line 1 sets the loal lok to the pre-agreed time assoiated with the urrent pulse
event. Line 3 intends to make sure that all orret nodes invoke Byz_Consensus
only after the pulse has been invoked at all others, without remnants of past in-
voations, whih are revoked at Line 2. Past remnants may exist only during or
immediately following periods in whih the system is not oherent.
In Line 4 Byz_Consensus intends to reah onsensus on the next value of ET.
One an use a synhronous onsensus algorithm with rounds of size (σ + d)(1 + 2ρ)
or asynhronous style onsensus in whih a node waits to get n− f messages of the
previous round before moving to the next round. We assume the use of a Byzantine
onsensus proedure tolerating f faults when n ≥ 3f + 1. A orret node joins
8
Cyle has the same funtion as PER in [8℄.
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Byz_Consensus only onomitant to an internal pulse event, as instruted by
the PBSS-Clok-Synh. This ontains the possibility of faulty nodes to initiate
onsensus at arbitrary times.
Line 5 is a posterior lok adjustment. It inrements the lok value with the
dierene between the agreed time assoiated with the next pulse and the node's
pre-onsensus estimate for the time assoiated with the next pulse (the value whih it
entered the onsensus with). This is equivalent to inrementing the value of ET that
the node was supposed to hold at the pulse aording to the agreed Next_ET with
the elapsed time from the pulse and until the termination of Byz_Consensus. This
intends to expedite the time to reah synhronization of the loks. In ase that the
lok_state before Line 5 was not a synhronized lok_state then a synhronized
lok_state is attained following termination of Byz_Consensus at all orret
nodes, rather than at the next pulse event. Note that in the ase that all orret
nodes hold the same ET value at the pulse, then the posterior lok adjustment
adds a zero inrement to the lok value.
Note that when the system is not yet oherent, following a haoti state, pulses
may arrive to dierent nodes at arbitrary times, and the ET values and the loks
of dierent nodes may dier arbitrarily. At that time not all orret nodes will join
Byz_Consensus and no onsistent resultant value an be guaranteed. One the
pulses synhronize (guaranteed by the pulse synhronization proedure to happen
within a single yle) all orret nodes will join the same instant of Byz_Consensus
and will agree on the lok value assoiated with the next pulse. From that time
on, as long as the system stays oherent the lok_state remains a synhronized
lok_state.
The use of Byzantine onsensus takles the lok wrap-around in a trivial manner
at all orret nodes.
Note that instead of simply setting the lok value to ET we ould use some
Clok-Adjustment proedure (f. [8℄), whih reeives a parameter indiating the tar-
get value of the lok. The proedure runs in the bakground, it speeds up or slows
down the lok rate to smoothly reah the adjusted value within a speied period
of time. This proedure should also handle the lok wrap around.
Theorem 1. PBSS-Clok-Synh solves the Self-stabilizing Byzantine Clok Syn-
hronization Problem.
Proof. Convergene: Let the system be oherent but in an arbitrary state s, with
the nodes holding arbitrary lok values. Consider the rst orret node that om-
pleted line 3 of the PBSS-Clok-Synh algorithm. Sine the system is oherent, all
orret nodes invoked the preeding pulse within σ of eah other. At the last pulse all
remnants of previously invoked instanes of Byz_Consensus were ushed by all the
orret nodes. A orret node does not initiate or join proedure Byz_Consensus
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before waiting σ(1 + ρ) time units subsequent to the pulse, hene not before all
orret nodes have invoked a pulse and subsequently ushed their buers. Thus all
orret nodes will eventually join Byz_Consensus, thus Byz_Consensus will
initiate and terminate suessfully.
At termination of the rst instane of Byz_Consensus following the synhro-
nization of the pulses, all orret nodes agree on the lok value to be assoiated
with the next pulse invoation. Subsequently, all orret nodes adjust their loks,
post fatum, aording to the agreed ET. Note that this posterior adjustment of the
loks does not aet the time span until the invoation of the next pulse but rather
updates the loks onomitantly to and in aordane with the newly agreed ET.
This has an eet only if the orret nodes joined Byz_Consensus with diering
values. Hene if all orret nodes join Byz_Consensus with the same ET then the
adjustment equals zero. Sine all orret pulses arrived within σ real-time units of
eah other, after the posterior lok adjustment of the last orret node, all orret
loks values are within
γ1 = σ(1 + ρ) + (σ + agreement_duration) · 2ρ
of eah other. The 2ρ is the maximal drift rate between any two orret loks
(whereas ρ is their drift with respet to real-time). Observe that γ1 ≤ γ and therefore
the state of the system is a synhronized lok_state. This onludes the Convergene
ondition.
⊓⊔
Closure: Reall that system oherene is dened as a ontinuous non-faulty behavior
of the ommuniation network and a large enough fration of the nodes for at least
some minimal period of time. The proof of the Closure ondition assumes the orret
nodes have synhronized their ET values, thus setting this minimal time to be at
least yle
max
+agreement_duration time, ensuring synhronization of the variables.
Let the system be in a synhronized lok_state and w.l.o.g. assume all orret
nodes hold synhronized and idential ET values. Observe that although the orret
nodes have synhronized their ET values this does not neessarily imply all orret
nodes hold the same ET value at every point in time. At a brief time subsequent
to the termination of Byz_Consensus, only a part of the orret nodes may have
set the ET to the new agreed value while the rest of the orret nodes urrently
holding the old ET value will set ET to the new value in a brief time. We rst prove
the rst Closure ondition (preision). In this ase, eah orret node adjusts its
lok immediately subsequent to the pulse, but the posterior lok adjustment has
no eet sine the onsensus value equals the value it joined Byz_Consensus with.
To simplify the disussion assume for now that no wrap around of any orret lok
takes plae during the time that the pulse arrives at the rst orret node and until
the pulse is invoked at the last orret node. Immediately after the pulse is invoked
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at the last orret node and its subsequent lok adjustment, all orret loks are
within γ0 = σ(1 + ρ) of eah other.
From that point on, loks of orret nodes drift apart at a rate of 2ρ of eah other.
As long as no wrap around of the loks takes plae and no pulse arrives at any orret
node, the loks are at most γ0 +∆T · 2ρ apart, where ∆T is the real-time elapsed
sine the invoation of the pulse at the rst orret node. To estimate the maximal
lok dierene, γ, at any time, we will onsider the following omplementary ases:
P1) Prior to the next pulse event at the rst orret node.
P2) When a pulse arrives at some orret node.
P3) Immediately after the last node invokes its next pulse event.
Note that in this ase we do not need to onsider the posterior adjustment of the
loks at Line 5.
Case P1 annot last more than ∆T = yle
max
, sine by the end of that time
interval all orret nodes will have invoked the pulse, reduing to ase P2 or P3. The
disussion above implies γ = γ0 + yle
max
· 2ρ.
Case P3 implies that lok readings are at most γ0 apart, sine all nodes invoke
the pulses within σ.
To analyze ase P2 onsider that the next pulse event has been invoked at some
node, p. The following situations may take plae:
P2a) Following its lok adjustment, the lok of p holds the maximal lok value
among all orret loks at that moment.
P2b) Following its lok adjustment, the lok of p holds the minimal lok value
among all orret loks at that moment.
P2) Neither of the above.
In ase P2a, sine p holds the maximal lok value, we laim that no other lok
reading an read less than ET
lastpulse
+ yle
min
· (1 − ρ). Assume by ontradition
the existene of a orret node q whose lok reading is less than this value. Further
assume that node q reeived the same set of messages from the same soures and at
the same time as node p. These events aused node p to invoke its pulse and would
neessarily ause node q to also invoke a pulse. The elapsed time on the lok of node
q between the urrent pulse and the previous is thus less than yle
min
·(1−ρ) whih is
less than yle
min
real-time after its previous pulse. A ontradition to the denition
of yle
min
. Node p just adjusted its lok whih thus reads ET = ET
lastpulse
+Cyle.
Due to the lok skew the lok dierene may inrease an additional 2ρσ until the
node invokes its pulse and the ase redues to P3. The disussion above implies
γ = (ET
lastpulse
+Cyle)− (ET
lastpulse
+ yle
min
· (1− ρ))+2ρσ = Cyle− yle
min
·
(1− ρ) + 2ρσ.
In ase P2b, the lok readings of all other nodes that have invoked a pulse an
not be more than γ0 apart (ase P3). The lok reading of any node that has not
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invoked a pulse yet should be less than yle
max
following similar reasoning as in
ase P2a. Node p just adjusted its lok whih thus reads ET = ET
lastpulse
+Cyle.
Due to the lok skew the lok dierene may inrease an additional 2ρσ until the
node invokes its pulse and the ase redues to P3. The disussion above implies
γ = (ET
lastpulse
+ yle
max
· (1 + ρ)) − (ET
lastpulse
+ Cyle) + 2ρσ = yle
max
· (1 +
ρ)− Cyle+ 2ρσ.
For ase P2, if the nodes holding the minimal lok reading and maximal lok
reading already invoked pulses, then the lok dierene redues to ase P3.
If neither of the nodes holding the minimal and maximal lok values have not
invoked their pulses yet, then the lok dierene redues to ase P1.
Otherwise, if either the node holding the minimal or the maximal lok value
already invoked its pulse then one of the bounds of P2a or P2b hold until the other
node invokes its pulse.
We now onsider the ase that a lok wrap around takes plae at some ∆T
real-time after the last pulse is invoked in the synhronized yle. From the dis-
ussion earlier we learn that at the moment prior to the rst orret lok wraps
around, the orret loks are at most γ apart. Therefore, all orret loks will
wrap around within at most another γ time. During the intermediate time, any two
orret loks, i, j, for whih one has wrapped around and the other not, satisfy
|clocki(t) − clockj(t)| ≥ M − γ. Thus we proved that the maximal lok dierene
will remain less than γ or greater than M − γ, whih ompletes the rst Closure
ondition.
Heneforth, the bound on the lok dierenes of orret nodes will equal the
maximal of the three values alulated above. Formally this yields γ =max[yle
max
·
(1+ ρ)−Cyle+2ρσ, Cyle− yle
min
· (1− ρ)+ 2ρσ, σ(1+ ρ)+ yle
max
· 2ρ]. The
expliit value is dependent on the relationship between yle
max
, yle
min
and Cyle,
whih is determined by the pulse synhronization proedure ([5℄). The expliit value
of γ is presented in Setion 4. This onludes the rst Closure ondition.
For the seond Closure ondition, note that Ψi, as dened in Setion 2, represents
the atual deviation of an individual orret lok (pi) from the real-time interval
during whih it progresses. This is equivalent to the maximal atual dierene be-
tween the lok value and real-time during a real-time interval in whih real-time
and the lok value were equal at the beginning of the interval. The auray of the
loks is the bound on the atual deviation of orret loks from any nite real-time
interval or rate of deviation from the progression of real-time. Thus it sues to show
that orret loks progress with an auray that is a linear funtion of every nite
real-time interval to satisfy the seond Closure ondition.
The lok progression has an inherent deviation from any real-time interval due to
the physial lok skew. In addition, the loks are repeatedly adjusted at every pulse
in order to tighten the preision, whih an further deviate the loks progression
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from the progression of the real-time during the interval. In [5℄ it is shown that
the pulses progress with a linear envelope of any real time interval. The auray
in a yle equals the bound on the lok adjustment |t
pulse
− ET
pulse
|, where t
pulse
is the lok value at the pulse at the moment prior to the adjustment of the lok
to ET
pulse
. Under perfet onditions, i.e. no lok skew and zero lok adjustment
t
pulse
= ET
pulse
. This would further equal real-time should the loks have initiated
with real-time values. Thus it sues to show that the adjustment to the loks at
every pulse is a linear funtion of the length of the yle. The upper and lower bounds
on the value t
pulse
is determined by the bound on the eetive yle length and
aounts for the lok skew and the auray of the pulses (bound on the deviation
of the pulses from perfet regularity). Let yle
min
and yle
max
denote the lower
bound and upper bound respetively on the yle length in real-time units. Hene,
ET
prev-pulse
+ yle
min
· (1− ρ) ≤ t
pulse
≤ ET
prev-pulse
+ yle
max
· (1 + ρ) .
The adjustment to the orret loks, ADJ, is thus bounded by
ET
pulse
− [ET
prev-pulse
+ yle
max
· (1 + ρ)] ≤ 0 ≤ ADJ ≤ 0
≤ ET
pulse
− [ET
prev-pulse
+ yle
min
· (1− ρ)] ,
whih translates to
ET
prev-pulse
+ Cyle− [ET
prev-pulse
+ yle
max
· (1 + ρ)] ≤ ADJ ≤
ET
prev-pulse
+ Cyle− [ET
prev-pulse
+ yle
min
· (1− ρ)] ,
whih translates to
Cyle− yle
max
· (1 + ρ) ≤ ADJ ≤ Cyle− yle
min
· (1− ρ) .
As an be seen, the bound on the adjustment to the lok is linear in the eetive
yle length. The bounds on the eetive yle length are guaranteed by the pulse
synhronization proedure to be linear in the default yle length. Thus the au-
ray of the loks are within a linear envelope of any real-time interval. The atual
values of yle
min
and yle
max
are determined by the spei pulse synhronization
proedure used. This onludes the Closure ondition.
⊓⊔
Thus the algorithm is self-stabilizing and performs orretly with f Byzantine
nodes for n ≥ 3f + 1. ⊓⊔
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3.2 A Clok Synhronization Algorithm without Consensus
We suggest a simple additional Byzantine self-stabilizing lok synhronization algo-
rithm using pulse synhronization as a building blok that does not use onsensus.
Our seond algorithm resets the lok at every pulse
9
. This approah has the
advantage that the nodes never need to exhange and synhronize their lok values
and thus do not need to use onsensus. This version is useful for example when M,
the upper-bound on the lok value, is relatively small. The algorithm has the disad-
vantage that for a large value ofM, a large Cyle value is required. This enhanes the
eet of the lok skew, thus negatively aeting the preision and the auray at the
end of the yle. Note that the preision and auray of Cyle-Wrap-CS equals
that of PBSS-Clok-Synh.
Algorithm Cyle-Wrap-CS
at pulse event /* reeived the internal pulse event */
begin
Clock := 0;
end
Fig. 2. Additional CS algorithm in whih the lok wraps-around every yle
3.3 A Clok Synhronization Algorithm using an Approximate
Agreement Approah
We suggest an additional self-stabilizing Byzantine lok synhronization algorithm
using pulse synhronization as a building blok, denoted Approx-CS.
The algorithm uses an approximate agreement approah in order to get ontinu-
ous loks with high preision and auray on expense of the message omplexities
and early-stopping property. The preision and the auray are 2σ+O(ρ) and thus
improve on those of PBSS-Clok-Synh.
In Line 4 of Approx-CS the nodes invoke approximate-like agreement on their
loal lok value at the time of the last pulse, denoted Clok-at-pulse. In ase that the
system state was a synhronized lok_state then the resultant value ClockConsensus
is guaranteed by the Approx_Byz_Agree to be in the range of the initial lok
values of the orret nodes. If the loks were not synhronized then the resultant
agreed value may be in any range. In Line 5 every orret node sets its lok to equal
the agreed lok value assoiated with the last pulse, ClockConsensus, inremented
with the time that has elapsed on its loal timer sine the pulse.
9
This approah has been suggested by Shlomi Dolev as well.
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Algorithm Approx-CS
at pulse event /* reeived the internal pulse event */
begin
1. Clock-at-pulse := Clock;
2. Revoke possible other instanes of Approx-CS and
lear all data strutures besides Clock-at-pulse;
3. Wait until σ(1 + ρ) time units have elapsed sine pulse;
4. ClockConsensus := Approx_Byz_Agree(Clock-at-pulse);
5. Clock := (ClockConsensus + elapsed-time-sine-pulse) mod M ;
end
Fig. 3. Self-stabilizing Byzantine Approximate Clok Synhronization algorithm
Algorithm Approx_Byz_Agree(value)
begin
1. Invoke Byz_Agreement() on value;
2. After termination of all Byz_Agreement instanes (substitute missing values with 0)
Do:
3. Find largest set of values within γ+σ of eah other (if several, hoose set harboring
smallest value ≥ 0);
4. Find median of the set, identify its antipode := (median+ ⌊M/2⌋) mod M ;
5. Disard the f immediate values from eah side of the antipode;
6. Return the median of the remaining values;
end
Fig. 4. Self-stabilizing Byzantine Approximate Agreement
In order to be self-ontained we bring the denition of Approximate Agreement,
dened in [9℄.
Formally, the goal of ǫ-Approximate Agreement is to reah the following: let there
be n proesses p1, ..., pn, eah starts with an initial value vi ∈ R and may deide on
a value di ∈ R.
1. (Approximate Agreement) If pi and pj are orret and have deided then
|di − dj | ≤ ǫ.
2. (Validity) If pi is orret and has deided then there exists two orret nodes
pj, pk suh that vj ≤ di ≤ vk, (the deision value of every orret node is in the
range of the initial values of the orret nodes).
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3. (Termination) All orret nodes eventually deide.
The approximate agreement protool in [9℄ annot be used as-is in the self-
stabilization model as the notions of highest value and lowest value are not de-
ned when nodes an initialize with values reahing their bounds, M. Faulty nodes
an in this ase ause dierent orret nodes to view the extremes of the values
as omplete opposites. To overome the lak of total order relation introdued by
the self-stabilization model, Approx_Byz_Agree thus ombines the approximate
agreement algorithm of [9℄ with Byzantine agreement as follows: run separate Byzan-
tine agreements in parallel on every node's value in order to agree on the value of
eah node. Thus all orret nodes will hold idential multisets and heneforth the
heuristis of [9℄ will be exeuted on exatly the same values at all orret nodes. The
Approx_Byz_Agree proedure satises the onditions for lassi approximate
agreement, while being self-stabilizing.
The Byz_Agreement proedure used is the Byzantine agreement of [20℄, though
using our Broadast primitive presented in Setion A.2 in order to overome the
lak of any ommon referene to lok time among the orret nodes.
In Line 1 of Approx_Byz_Agree, every node invokes Byzantine agreement on
its value, within σ real-time of eah other. Every instane of Approx_Byz_Agree
must terminate within some bounded time, thus all orret nodes an alulate a
time when all the agreement instanes have terminated at all orret nodes. In Line 3,
after all the agreement instanes have terminated and missing values are substituted
with a 0, a set of supposedly synhronized values is searhed for. Note that if not
all instanes of Approx_Byz_Agree have terminated within the pre-alulated
time-bound then the system must have been in a non-oherent state. Synhronized
lok values an be up-to γ + σ apart in the values agreed subsequent to Line2, due
to the pulse unertainty. In Line 4 the median of the set is identied, and will serve
as an anhor for determining the order relation among the dierent values. In Line
5, the antipode (in the range 1..M) of the median is identied; the f rst values
on eah side of this antipode are then disarded. If the system is in a synhronized
lok_state then all values that are outside of the values in the set identied earlier
are disarded. Thus the median of the remaining values, returned in Line 6, is in the
range of the initial values of the orret nodes.
Lemma 1. The Approx_Byz_Agree proedure satises all the onditions for ǫ-
Approximate Agreement, for ǫ = 0, when the system is in a synhronized lok_state10.
Proof. Note the validity of Byz_Agreement guarantees that the value deided by
all orret nodes for node i is i's atual input value.
10
The notion in the range of remains undened if the system is not in a synhronized lok_state.
Thus the validity ondition remains undened for this ase.
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1. Approximate_Agreement: All orret nodes hold the same multiset of values
following all terminations of the instanes of Byz_Agreement, thus they all
nd the same set in Line 3 and hene do the exat same operations in lines 3-5,
and thus return the same value in Line 6.
2. Validity: Let the system be in a synhronized lok_state. Thus the agreed
lok values for all orret nodes subsequent to exeuting Line 2 are at most
γ+σ apart. Hene, the largest set found in Line 3 inludes at least n− f values.
We now seek to prove that the deision value is in the range of the initial values
of the orret nodes. Sine f < n/3 it follows that all values that are not in the
range (at most f ) of this set are disarded in Line 5. Thus all remaining values
must be in the range of the initial values of the orret nodes. In partiular, the
median of the remaining values is in the range of the initial values. This ompletes
the proof of the validity ondition.
3. Termination: Follows from the termination of Byz_Agreement.
⊓⊔
The preision γ, is the bound on the lok dierenes of all orret nodes at any
time.
Lemma 2. The preision of Approx_Byz_Agree is 2σ +O(ρ).
Proof. At the moment after all orret nodes have exeuted Line 5 in Approx-CS
their loks dier by at most σ + O(ρ), thus the lok dierenes are at most σ +
O(ρ) also at the forthoming pulse invoation. The preision γ, is maximized at the
moment that a orret node has set its lok subsequent to its exeution of Line
5 in Approx_Byz_Agree, while some other node has yet to exeute this line.
Following the validity ondition, the agreed lok value ClockConsensus, is within
the initial lok values that was held by the orret nodes at their last pulse. As
the system is in a synhronized lok_state thus these initial values were within
2σ + O(ρ) of eah other. Thus the node that has just adjusted its lok, set it to a
value that is within 2σ +O(ρ) of its lok at the moment before the adjustment. In
partiular this adjusted lok value is also within 2σ+O(ρ) of the lok value of any
other orret node. This observation yields a preision of γ = 2σ +O(ρ).
⊓⊔
The auray equals the maximal lok adjustment whih for the same arguments
as above yields an auray of 2σ +O(ρ).
A self-stabilizing Byzantine approximate agreement algorithm that knows how to
handle bounded, wrapping values and thus does not need to reah exat agreement
on every node's value, will supposedly yield a lok synhronization algorithm with
time and message omplexity omparable to PBSS-Clok-Synh with preision
and auray of Approx-CS. To the best of our knowledge no suh approximate
agreement algorithm exists.
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4 Analysis and Comparison to other Clok Synhronization
Algorithms
Our lok synhronization algorithm PBSS-Clok-Synh requires reahing on-
sensus in every yle. This implies that the yle should be long enough to allow
for the onsensus proedure to terminate at all orret nodes. This implies having
yle
min
≥ 2σ + 3(2f + 4)d, assuming that the Byz_Consensus proedure takes
(f +2) rounds of 3d eah. The algorithm has the advantage that it uses the full time
to reah onsensus only following a atastrophi state in whih orret nodes hold
diering ET values. One in a synhronized lok_state, all orret nodes partii-
pate in the onsensus with the same initial onsensus value whih thus terminates
within 2 ommuniation rounds only, due to its early-stopping property. Hene, dur-
ing steady state, in whih the system is in a legal state, the time and message
omplexity overhead of PBSS-Clok-Synh is minimal.
For simpliity we also assume M to be large enough so that it takes at least a
yle for the loks to wrap around.
Note that Ψi, dened in Setion 2, represents the atual deviation of an individual
orret lok, pi, from a given real-time interval. The auray of the loks is the
bound on this deviation of orret loks from any real-time interval. The loks are
repeatedly adjusted in order to minimize the auray. Following a synhronization
of the lok values, that is targeted to our one every Cyle time units, orret
loks an be adjusted by at most ADJ, where following Theorem 1,
Cyle− yle
max
· (1 + ρ) ≤ ADJ ≤ Cyle− yle
min
· (1− ρ) ,
whih, following yle
min
and yle
max
determined by the pulse synhronization pro-
edure of [5℄ to equal Cyle− 11d and Cyle+ 9d respetively, translates to
−9d(1 + ρ)− ρ · Cyle ≤ ADJ ≤ 11d(1 − ρ) + ρ · Cyle .
The auray is thus 11d + O(ρ) real-time units. Should the initial lok values
reet real-time then this determines the auray of the loks with respet to real-
time (and not only with respet to real-time progression rate), as long as the system
is oherent and loks do not wrap around.
Reall that the preision γ, is the bound on the dierene between orret lok
values at any time. This bound is largely determined by the maximal lok value
dierene at the time in whih a orret node has just set its lok and some other
orret node is about to do it in a short time. It is guaranteed by Theorem 1 and
the pulse synhronization tightness σ = 3d of [5℄, to be:
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Algorithm Self- Preision Auray Convergene Messages
stabilizing γ Time
/Byzantine
PBSS-Clok-Synh SS+BYZ 11d +O(ρ) 11d +O(ρ) yle
max
+ O(nf2)
3(2f + 5)d
Cyle-Wrap-CS SS+BYZ 11d +O(ρ) 11d +O(ρ) yle
max
O(n2)
Approx-CS SS+BYZ 3d+O(ρ) 3d+O(ρ) yle
max
O(nf)2
DHSS [8℄ BYZ d+O(ρ) (f + 1)d+O(ρ) 2(f + 1)d O(n2)
LL-APPROX [21℄ BYZ 5ǫ +O(ρ) ǫ+O(ρ) d+O(ǫ) O(n2)
DW-SYNCH [12℄* SS+BYZ 0 0 M22(n−f) n2M22(n−f)
DW-BYZ-SS [12℄ SS+BYZ 4(n− f)ǫ +O(ρ) (n− f)ǫ+O(ρ) O(n)O(n) O(n)O(n)
PT-SYNC [18℄* SS 0 0 4n2 O(n2)
Table 1. Comparison of lok synhronization algorithms (ǫ is the unertainty of
the message delay). The onvergene time is in pulses for the algorithms utilizing
a global pulse system and in rounds for the other semi-synhronous protools. PT-
SYNC assumes the use of shared memory and thus the message omplexity is of
the equivalent messages. The '*' denotes the use of a global pulse or global lok
tik system.
γ = max[yle
max
· (1 + ρ)− Cyle+ 2ρσ,
Cyle− yle
min
· (1− ρ) + 2ρσ, σ(1 + ρ) + yle
max
· 2ρ]
= max[9d(1 + ρ) + ρ · Cyle+ 2ρσ, 11d(1 − ρ) + ρ · Cyle+ 2ρσ,
3d(1 + ρ) + (Cyle+ 9d) · 2ρ]
= 11d(1 − ρ) + ρ · Cyle+ 2ρσ = 11d +O(ρ) .
The bound on the dierene between orret lok values immediately after all
orret nodes have synhronized their lok value (at Line 1 or Line 5) is σ.
The only self-stabilizing Byzantine lok synhronization algorithms, to the best
of our knowledge, are published in [11,12℄. Two randomized self-stabilizing Byzantine
lok synhronization algorithms are presented, designed for fully onneted om-
muniation graphs, use message passing whih allow faulty nodes to send diering
values to dierent nodes, allow transient and permanent faults during onvergene
and require at least 3f+1 proessors. The loks wrap around, where M is the upper
bound on the lok values held by individual proessors. The rst algorithm assumes
a ommon global pulse system and synhronizes in expetedM ·22(n−f) global pulses.
The seond algorithm in [12℄ does not use a global pulse system and is thus partially
synhronous similar to our model. The onvergene time of the latter algorithm is
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in expeted O((n − f)n6(n−f)) time. Both algorithms thus have drastially higher
onvergene times than ours.
In Table 1 we ompare the parameters of our protools to previous lassi Byzan-
tine lok synhronization algorithms, to non-Byzantine self-stabilizing lok syn-
hronization algorithms and to the prior Byzantine self-stabilizing lok synhroniza-
tion algorithms. It shows that our algorithm ahieves preision, auray, message
omplexity and onvergene time similar to non-stabilizing algorithms, while being
self-stabilizing.
The message omplexity of PBSS-Clok-Synh is solely based on the underly-
ing Pulse and Consensus proedures. Its inherent onvergene time is yle
max
. The
O(nf2) message omplexity as well as the +3(2f + 5)d additive in the onvergene
time ome from Byz_Consensus, the spei Byzantine onsensus proedure we
use. The pulse synhronization proedure we use from [5℄ has a message omplexity
of O(n2) and 6 · yle onvergene time. Note that Byz_Consensus has two early-
stopping features: It stops in a number of rounds dependent on the atual number
of faults and if nodes initiate with the same values (same ET values) then it stops
within 2 rounds.
Note that some of the algorithms ited in Table 1 refer to ǫ, the unertainty in
message delivery, rather than d, the end-to-end ommuniation network delay.
The DW-SYNCH and PT-SYNCH algorithms ited in Table 1 make use of global
lok tiks (ommon physial timer). Note that this does not make the lok syn-
hronization problem trivial as suh lok tiks an not be used to invoke agreement
proedures and the nodes still need to agree on the lok values. The benet of uti-
lizing a global pulse systems is in the optimal preision and auray aquired (see
[12℄).
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A Appendix - The Consensus and Broadast Primitives
A.1 The Byz_Consensus Proedure
The Byz_Consensus proedure an implement many of the lassial Byzantine
onsensus algorithms. It assumes that timers of orret nodes are always within
σ¯ of eah other. More speially, we assume that nodes have timers that reset
periodially, say at intervals ≤ yle′. Let Ti(t) be the reading of the timer at node
pi at real time t. We thus assume that there exists a bound suh that for every time
t, when the system is oherent,
∀i, j if σ¯ < Ti(t), Tj(t) < yle
′ − σ¯ then |Ti(t)− Tj(t)| < σ¯ .
The bound σ¯ inludes all drift fators that may our among the timers of orret
nodes during that period. When the timers are reset to zero it might be that, for
a short period of time, the timers may be further apart. The pulse synhronization
algorithm in [5℄ satises the above assumptions and implies σ¯ ≥ d.
The self-stabilization requirement and the deviation that may arise from any
synhronization assumption imply that any onsensus protool must be arefully
speied. The onsensus algorithm will funtion properly if it is invoked when the
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timers of orret nodes are within σ¯ of eah other. The subtle point is to make sure
that an arbitrary initialization of the proedure annot ause the nodes to blok or
deadlok. Below we show how to update the early stopping Byzantine Agreement
algorithm of Toueg, Perry and Srikanth [20℄ to beome self-stabilization and to make
it into a general onsensus (vs. agreement) proedure.
The proedure does not assume any referene to real-time and no omplete syn-
hronization of the rounds, as is assumed in [20℄. Rather it resets the loal timers
of orret nodes at eah pulse whih thus makes the timers within bounds of eah
other. The node invokes the proedure with the value to agree on and the loal timer
value. In the proedure nodes also onsider all messages aumulated in their buers
that were aepted prior to the invoation, if they are relevant.
We use the following notations in the desription of the onsensus proedure:
 Let d¯ be the duration of time equal to (σ¯ + d) · (1 + ρ) time units on a orret
node's timer. Intuitively, d¯ an be assumed to be a duration of a phase on a
orret node's timer.
 The Broadast primitive is the primitive dened in Setion A.2 and is an
adaptation of the one desribed in [20℄. Note that an aept is issued within the
Broadast primitive.
The main dierenes from the original protool of [20℄ are:
 Instead of the General in the original protool we use a virtual (faulty) General
notion of a virtual node whose value is the assumed value of all orret nodes
at a orret exeution. It is the value with whih the individual nodes invoke
the proedure. Thus, every orret node does a Consensus-broadast of its
initial V al in ontrast to the original protool in whih only the General does
this. If all orret nodes initiate with the same value and at the same timer time
this will be the agreed value.
 The Consensus-broadast primitive has been modied by omitting the ode
dealing with the init messages. All orret nodes send an eho of their initial
values as though they previously reeived the init message from the virtual Gen-
eral.
 It is assumed that the Broadast and Consensus-broadast primitives are
impliitly initiated when a orresponding message arrives.
Byz_Consensus is presented in a somewhat dierent style. Eah step has a
ondition attahed to it, if the ondition holds and the timer value assumption holds,
then the step is to be exeuted. Notie that only the step needs to take plae at a
spei timer value.
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Proedure Byz_Consensus(V al, T ) /* invoked at p with timer T */
broadcasters := ∅; value =⊥;
Do Consensus-broadast (General, V al, T, 1);
by time (T + 2d¯) :
if aepted (General, v, T, 1) then
value := v;
by time (T + (2f + 4)d¯) :
if value 6=⊥ then
Broadast (p, value, T, ⌊Ti−T
2d¯
⌋+ 1);
stop and return value.
at time (T + 2rd¯) :
if (|broadcasters| < r − 1) then
stop and return value.
by time (T + 2rd¯) :
if aepted (General, v′, T, 1) and r − 1 distint messages (qi, v
′, T, i)
where ∀i, j 2 ≤ i ≤ r, and qi 6= qj then
value := v′;
Fig. 5. The Byz_Consensus proedure
The Byz_Consensus proedure satises the following typial properties:
Termination: The protool terminates in a nite time;
Agreement: The protool returns the same value at all orret nodes;
Validity: If all orret nodes invoke the protool with the same value and time, then the
protool returns that value;
It also satises the following early stopping properties:
ES-1 If all orret nodes invoke the protool with the same onsensus value and with
the same timer value, then they all stop within two rounds of information
exhange among orret nodes.
ES-2 If the atual number of faults is f ′ ≤ f then the algorithm terminates by min[T+
(2f ′ + 6)d¯, T + (2f + 4)d¯] on the timer of eah orret node.
Notie that [ES-1℄ takes in pratie signiantly less time than the speied upper
bound on the message delivery time.
We rst prove the properties of the Consensus-broadast primitive and later
we prove the orretness of the Byz_Consensus proedure.
The Consensus-broadast primitive and the Broadast primitive (dened in
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Proedure Consensus-broadast (General, v, τ, 1)
/* invoking a broadast simulating the General */
/* nodes send spei message with the same τ only one */
/* multiple messages sent by an individual node are ignored*/
send (echo,General, v, τ, 1) to all;
by time (τ + d¯) :
if reeived (echo,General, v, τ, 1) from ≥ n− 2f distint nodes then
broadcasters := broadcasters
⋃
{General} ;
if reeived (echo,General, v, τ, 1) from ≥ n− f distint nodes q then
send (echo′, General, v, τ, 1) to all;
at any time:
if reeived (echo′, General, v, τ, 1) from ≥ n− 2f distint nodes then
send (echo′, General, v, τ, 1) to all;
if reeived (echo′, General, v, τ, 1) from ≥ n− f distint nodes then
aept (General, v, τ, 1);
Fig. 6. Consensus-broadast
Setion A.2) satisfy the following [TPS-*℄ properties of Toueg, Perry and Srikanth [20℄,
whih are phrased in our system model.
TPS-1 (Corretness) If a orret node p does Broadast (p,m, τ, k) by τ + (2k − 2)d¯
on its timer, then every orret node aepts (p,m, τ, k) by τ +2kd¯ on its timer.
TPS-2 (Unforgeability) If no orret node p does a Broadast (p,m, τ, k), then no
orret node aepts (p,m, τ, k).
TPS-3 (Relay) If a orret node aepts (p,m, τ, k) by τ + 2rd¯, for r ≥ k, on its timer
then every other orret node aepts (p,m, τ, k) by τ + (2r + 2)d¯ on its timer.
TPS-4 (Detetion of broadasters) If a orret node aepts (p,m, τ, k) by τ + 2rd¯, on
its timer then every orret node has p ∈ broadcasters by τ + (2k + 1)d¯ on its
timer. Furthermore, if a orret node p does not Broadast any message, then
a orret node an never have p ∈ broadcasters.
Additionally, the Consensus-broadast primitive also satises:
TPS-5 (Uniqueness) If a orret node aepts (General,m, τ, 1), then no orret node
ever aepts (General,m′, τ, 1) with m′ 6= m.
Notie the dierenes from the original properties. The detetion property does
not require having r ≥ k. In general, the relay property holds even earlier than r ≥ k.
The ondition r ≥ k of when the property an be guaranteed is used to simplify the
possible ases. At r < k, if an aept takes plae as a result of getting n − f eho
messages, the adversary may ause the relay to take 3d¯ by rushing messages to one
orret node and delay messages to and from others.
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Theorem 2. The Consensus-broadast primitive satises the ve [TPS-*℄ prop-
erties.
Proof.
Corretness: If all orret nodes send (echo,General, v, τ, 1) at time τ on their timers,
then by Lemma 5 every orret node aepts (General, v, τ, 1) from n − f orret
nodes by τ + d¯ on its timer. Thus eah orret node sends (echo,General, v, τ, 1) by
that time and will aept (General, v, τ, 1) by τ + 2d¯ on their timers.
Unforgeability: If all orret nodes hold the same initial value v then no orret
node will send (echo,General, v′, 1), thus no orret node will reeive n− f distint
(echo,General, v′, 1)messages. Therefore, no orret node will send (echo′, General, v′, 1),
and no orret node will ever reeive n− 2f or n− f distint (echo′, General, v′, 1)
messages. Thus, no orret node an aept (General, v′, 1).
Relay: If a orret node aepts (General, v, τ, 1) by τ + 2rd¯ on its timer, then it
reeived n− f distint (echo′, General, v, τ, 1) message by that time. n− 2f of these
were sent by orret nodes and by Lemma 5 all of them will reah all orret nodes
by τ +(2r+1)d¯. As a result, all suh orret nodes will send (echo′, General, v, τ, 1),
whih will be reeived by all orret nodes. Hene, by τ + (2r + 2)d¯ on their timers,
all orret nodes will hold n − f distint (echo′, General, v, τ, 1) messages and will
thus aept (General, v, τ, 1).
Detetion of broadasters: If a orret node q′ aepts (General, v, τ, 1) by time
τ + 2rd¯ on its timer, then node q′ should have reeived at least n − f distint
(echo′, General, v, τ, 1) messages, at least n − 2f of whih are from orret nodes.
Let q be the rst orret node to ever send (echo′, General, v, τ, 1). If q sent it as a
result of reeiving n− f suh messages, then q is not the rst to send. Therefore, it
should have sent it as a result of reeiving n− f (echo,General, v, τ, 1) messages by
time τ + d¯. Thus, at least n− 2f suh messages were sent by orret nodes by time
τ on their timers and would arrive at all orret nodes by time τ + d¯ on their timers.
As a result, all will have General ∈ broadcasters.
Uniqueness: Notie that if a orret node sends (echo′, General, v, τ, 1) by time τ+d¯,
then no orret node sends (echo′, General, v′, 1) at any later time. Otherwise, sim-
ilarly to the arguments in proving the previous property we get that at least n − f
nodes sent (echo,General, v, τ, 1) and n− f nodes sent (echo,General, v′ , 1). Sine
n > 3f, this implies that at least one orret node sent both (echo,General, v, τ, 1)
and (echo,General, v′, 1), and this is not allowed.
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Also note that if a orret node aepts (General, v, τ, 1), then at least one or-
ret node sends (echo′, General, v, τ, 1), whih yields the proof of the Uniqueness
property. ⊓⊔
Nodes stop partiipating in Byz_Consensus when they are instruted to do
so. They stop partiipating in the Broadast primitive 2d¯ after they terminate
Byz_Consensus.
Denition 7.
A node returned a value m if it has stopped and returned value = m.
A node p deides if it stops at that timer time and returns a value 6=⊥ .
A node p aborts if it stops and returns ⊥ .
Theorem 3. The Byz_Consensus proedure satises the Termination property.
When n > 3f, it also satises Agreement, Validity and the two early stopping ondi-
tions.
Proof. We prove the ve properties of the theorem. We build up the proof through
the following arguments.
Lemma 3. If a orret node aborts at time T + 2rd¯ on its timer, then no orret
node deides at a time T + 2r′d¯ ≥ T + 2rd¯ on its timer.
Proof. Let p be a orret node that aborts at time T+2rd¯. In this ase it should have
identied exatly r − 2 broadasters by that time. By the detetion of broadasters
property [TPS-4℄ no orret node will ever aept (General, v, T, 1) and r−2 distint
messages (qi, v, T, i) for 2 ≤ i ≤ r−1, sine that would have aused all orret nodes
to hold r − 1 broadasters by time T + (2r − 1)d¯ on their timers. Thus, no orret
node an deide at loal-time T + 2r′d¯ ≥ T + 2rd¯. ⊓⊔
Lemma 4. If a orret node deides by time T +2rd¯ on its timer, then every orret
node deides by time T + 2(r + 1)d¯ on its timer.
Proof. Let p be a orret node that deides by time T+2rd¯ on its timer. We onsider
the following ases:
1. r = 1 : No orret node an abort by time T + 2d¯, sine the inequality will
not hold. Node p must have aepted (General, v, T, 1) by T + 2d¯. By the relay
property [TPS-3℄ all orret nodes will aept (General, v, T, 1) by T+4d¯ on their
timers. Moreover, p invokes Broadast (p, v, T, 2), by whih the orretness
property [TPS-1℄ will be aepted by all orret nodes by time T + 4d¯ on their
timers. Thus, all orret nodes will have value 6=⊥ and will Broadast and
stop by time T + 4d¯ on their timers.
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2. 2 ≤ r ≤ f + 1. Node p must have aepted (General, v, T, 1) and also aepted
r−1 distint (qi, v, T, i) messages for all i, 2 ≤ i ≤ r, by time T+2rd¯ on its timer.
By Lemma 3, no orret aborts by that time. By Relay property [TPS-3℄ eah
(qi, v, T, i) message will be aepted by all orret nodes by time T + (2r + 2)d¯
on their timers. Node p does Broadast (p, v, T, r+1) before stopping. By the
orretness property, this message will be aepted by all orret nodes by time
T + (2r+2)d¯ on their timers. Thus, no orret node will abort by T + (2r+2)d¯
and all orret nodes will have value 6=⊥ and will deide and stop by that time.
3. r = f+2. Node p must have aepted (qi, v, T, i) messages for all i, 2 ≤ i ≤ f+2,
by T + (2f + 4)d¯ on its timer, where the f + 1 qi's are distint. At least one of
these f+1 nodes, say qj, must be orret. By the Unforgeability property [TPS-2℄
qj, invoked Broadast (qj, v, T, j) by time T +(2j)d¯ on its timer, and deided.
Sine j ≤ f +1 the above arguments imply that by T +(2f +4)d¯ on their timers
all orret will deide.
⊓⊔
Lemma 4 implies that if a orret node deides at time T + 2rd¯ on its timer, then
no orret node aborts at round T + 2r′d¯. Lemma 3 implies the other diretion.
Termination: Lemma 4 implies that if any orret node deides, all deide and stop.
Assume that no orret node deides. In this ase, no orret node ever invokes a
Broadast (q, v, T,_). By detetion of broadasters property [TPS-4℄, no orret
node will ever be onsidered as broadaster. Therefore, by time T + ((2f + 4)d¯ on
their timers, all orret nodes will have at most f broadasters and will abort and
stop. ⊓⊔
Agreement: If no orret node deides, then all abort, and return to the same value.
Otherwise, let p be the rst orret node to deide. Therefore, no orret node aborts.
The value returned by p is the value v of the aepted (General, v, 1) message. By
Properties [TPS-3℄ and [TPS-5℄ all orret nodes aept (General, v, T, 1) and no
orret node aepts (General, v′, T, 1) for v 6= v′. Thus all orret nodes return the
same value. ⊓⊔
Validity: Let all the orret nodes begin with the same value v′ and invoke the
protool with the same timer time (T ). Then, by time T + d¯ on their timers, all
orret nodes reeive at least n − 2f distint (echo,General, v′, T, 1) messages via
the Consensus-broadast primitive and send (echo′, General, v′, T, 1) messages
to all. Hene, all nodes reeive at least n − f distint (echo′, General, v′, T, 1) mes-
sages by T + 2d¯ on their timers and thus aept (General, v′, T, 1). Hene in the
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Byz_Consensus proedure all orret nodes set their value to v′. By T + 2d¯ on
their timers, all orret nodes will stop and return v′. ⊓⊔
Early-stopping: The rst early stopping property [ES-1℄ is diretly implied from
the proof of the validity property. Corret nodes proeed one they reeive messages
from n− f nodes, thus it is enough to reeive messages from all orret nodes. The
proof of the seond early stopping property [ES-2℄ is idential to the proof of the
termination property. By time T + (2f ′ + 4)d¯ all will abort unless any orret node
invokes Broadast by that time on its timer. This implies that by T + (2f ′ + 6)d¯
on their timers all orret nodes will always terminate, if the atual number of faults
f ′ is less than f. ⊓⊔
Thus the proof of the theorem is onluded. ⊓⊔
A.2 The Broadast Primitive
This setion presents the Broadast (and aept) primitive that is used by the
Byz_Consensus proedure presented earlier, in Setion A.1. The primitive follows
the primitive of of Toueg, Perry, and Srikanth [20℄, though here it is presented in a
real-time model.
In the original synhronous model, nodes advane aording to phases. This in-
tuitive lok-step proess laries the presentation and simplies the proofs. In this
setion, the disussion arefully onsiders the various time onsideration and proves
that nodes an rush through the protool and do not to need to wait for a ompletion
of a phase in order to move to the next step of the protool.
Note that when a node invokes the proedure it evaluates all the messages in its
buer that are relevant to the proedure.
The Broadast primitive satises the four [TPS-*℄ properties, under the as-
sumption that n > 3f. The proofs below follow losely to the original proofs of [20℄,
in order to make it easier for readers that are familiar with the original proofs.
Lemma 5. If a orret node pi sends a message at timer time Ti ≤ τ + rd¯ on pi's
timer it will be reieved by eah orret node pj by timer time τ + (r + 1)d¯ on pj's
timer.
Proof. Assume that node pi sends a message at real time t with timer time Ti(t) ≤
τ + rd¯. Thus, Ti(t) ≤ τ + r(σ¯ + d)(1 + ρ). It should arrive at every orret timer pj
within d(1 + ρ) on any orret node's timer. Reall that |Ti(t) − Tj(t)| < σ¯(1 + ρ).
If Tj ≥ Ti we are done. Otherwise,
Tj(t) ≤ Ti(t) + σ¯(1 + ρ) ≤ τ + r(σ¯ + d)(1 + ρ) + σ¯(1 + ρ) .
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Proedure Broadast (p,m, τ, k)
/* exeuted per suh quadruple */
/* nodes send spei message with the same τ only one */
/* multiple messages sent by an individual node are ignored */
node p sends (init, p,m, τ, k) to all nodes;
by time (τ + (2k − 1)d¯) :
if (reeived (init, p,m, τ, k) from p then
send (echo, p,m, τ, k) to all;
by time (τ + 2kd¯) :
if (reeived (echo, p,m, τ, k) from ≥ n− 2f distint nodes q then
send (init′, p,m, τ, k) to all;
if (reeived (echo, p,m, τ, k) msgs from ≥ n− f distint nodes then
aept (p,m, τ, k);
by time (τ + (2k + 1)d¯) :
if (reeived (init′, p,m, τ, k) from ≥ n− 2f then
broadcasters := broadcasters
⋃
{p};
if (reeived (init′, p,m, τ, k) from ≥ n− f distint nodes then
send (echo′, p,m, τ, k) to all;
at any time:
if (reeived (echo′, p,m, τ, k) from ≥ n− 2f distint nodes then
send (echo′, p,m, τ, k) to all;
if (reeived (echo′, p,m, τ, k) from ≥ n− f distint nodes) then
aept (p,m, τ, k);
end
Fig. 7. Broadast primitive
By the time (say t′) that the message arrives to pj we get
Tj(t
′) ≤ τ + r(σ¯ + d)(1 + ρ) + σ¯(1 + ρ) + d(1 + ρ) ≤ τ + (r + 1)d¯ .
⊓⊔
Lemma 6. If a orret node ever sends (echo′, p,m, τ, k) then at least one orret
node must have sent (echo′, p,m, τ, k) by timer time τ + (2k + 1)d¯.
Proof. Let t be the earliest timer time by whih any orret node q sends the message
(echo′, p,m, τ, k). If t > τ + (2k+1)d¯, node q should have reeived (echo′, p,m, τ, k)
from n− 2f distint nodes, at least one of whih from a orret node that was sent
prior to timer time τ + (2k + 1)d¯. ⊓⊔
Lemma 7. If a orret node ever sends (echo′, p,m, τ, k) then p's (init, p,m, τ, k)
must have been reeived by at least one orret node by time τ + (2k − 1)d¯.
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Proof. By Lemma 6, if a orret node ever sends (echo′, p,m, τ, k), then some orret
node q should send it by time timer τ +(2k+1)d¯. By the proedure, q have reeived
(init′, p,m, τ, k) from at least n− f nodes by timer time τ + (2k +1)d¯. At least one
of them is orret who have reeived n− 2f (echo, p,m, τ, k) by timer time τ +2kd¯.
One of whih was sent by orret node that should have reeived (init, p,m, τ, k)
before sending (echo, p,m, τ, k) by timer time τ + (2k − 1)d¯. ⊓⊔
Theorem 4. The Broadast primitive presented in Figure 7 satises properties
[TPS-1℄ through [TPS-4℄.
Proof.
Corretness: Assume that a orret node p sends (p,m, τ, k) by τ+(2k−2)d¯ on
its timer. Every orret node reeives (init, p,m, τ, k) and sends (echo, p,m, τ, k) by
τ + (2k − 1)d¯ on its timer. Thus, every orret node reeives n− f (echo, p,m, τ, k)
from distint nodes by τ + (2k − 1)d¯ on its timer and aepts (p,m, τ, k).
Unforgeability: If no orret node p does a Broadast (p,m, τ, k), it does not
send (init, p,m, τ, k), and no orret node will send (echo, p,m, τ, k) by τ +(2k−1)d¯
on its timer. Thus, no orret node aepts (p,m, τ, k) by τ + 2kd¯ on its timer. If a
orret node would have aepted (p,m, τ, k) at a later time it an be only as a result
of reeiving n − f (echo′, p,m, τ, k) distint messages, some of whih must be from
orret nodes. By Lemma 7, p should have sent (init, p,m, τ, k), a ontradition.
Relay: Notie that r ≥ k, thus even if nodes issue an aept at earlier time, the
laim holds for the speied times.
The subtle point is when a orret node issues an aept as a result of getting
eho messages. If r = k and the orret node, say q, have reeived (echo, p,m, τ, k)
from n−f nodes by τ+2kd¯ on its timer. At least n−2f of them were sent by orret
nodes. Sine every orret node among these has sent its message by τ + (2k − 1)d¯,
all those messages should have arrived to every orret node by τ +2kd¯ on its timer.
Thus, every orret node should have sent (init′, p,m, τ, k) by τ + 2kd¯ on its timer.
As a result, every orret node will reeive n − f suh messages by τ + (2k + 1)d¯
on its timer and will send (echo′, p,m, τ, k) by that time, whih will lead all orret
nodes to aept (p,m, τ, k) by τ + (2r + 2)d¯ on its timer.
Otherwise, the orret node, say q, aepts (p,m, τ, k) by τ +2rd¯ on its timer as
a result of reeiving n − f (echo′, p,m, τ, k) by that time. Sine n − f of these are
from orret nodes, they should arrive at any orret node by τ + (2r+1)d¯ on their
timers. As a result, by τ + (2r + 1)d¯, all orret nodes would send (echo′, p,m, τ, k)
and by τ + (2r + 2)d¯ on their timers all will aept (p,m, τ, k).
Detetion of broadasters: As in the original proof, we rst argue the seond
part. Assume that a orret node q adds node p to broadcasters. It should have
reeived n− 2f (init′, p,m, τ, k) messages. Thus, at least one orret node has sent
(init′, p,m, τ, k) as a result of reeiving n−2f (echo, p,m, τ, k) messages. One of these
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should be from a orret node that has reeived the original Broadast message
of p.
To prove the rst part, we onsider two similar ases to support the Relay prop-
erty. If r = k and the orret node, say q, aepts (p,m, τ, k) as a result of reeiv-
ing n − f (echo, p,m, τ, k) by τ + 2kd¯ on its timer. At least n − 2f of them were
sent by orret nodes. Sine every orret node among these has sent its message
by τ + (2k − 1)d¯, all those messages should have arrived at every orret node by
τ + 2kd¯ on its timer. Thus, every orret node should have sent (init′, p,m, τ, k) by
τ +2kd¯ on its timer. Consequently, all orret nodes will reeive n−f suh messages
by time τ + (2k + 1)d¯ and will add p to broadcasters.
Otherwise, q aepts (p,m, τ, k) as a result of reeiving (echo′, p,m, τ, k) from
n − f nodes by τ + 2rd¯ (for r ≥ k) on its timer. By Lemma 6 a orret node sent
(echo′, p,m, τ, k) by τ + (2k + 1)d¯. It should have reeived n − f (init′, p,m, τ, k)
messages by that time. All suh messages that were sent by orret nodes were sent
by τ+2kd¯ on their timers and should arrive at every orret node by τ+(2k+1)d¯ on
its timer. Sine there are at least n−2f suh messages, all will add p to broadcasters
by τ + (2k + 1)d¯ on their timers. ⊓⊔
